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 Data visualization allows us all to see and understand our data more deeply.  That understanding breeds good decisions.  

 Without data visualization and data analysis, we are all more prone to misunderstandings and missed opportunities.
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Today’s discussion will focus on 

 Logistics as an added value partner to the Supply Chain and the business

 Visibility – Turn data into knowledge

 Basic element for strategic and tactical management of the organization

 Create standardization and governance

 Rely on and collaborate with your Logistics service partners – in order to design and build capability

 Ability to combine different sources in to one data base – cost, service, compliance…

 Give transparency and share the data and knowledge – one source of the truth

 Data driven analytics – what do we do with the above
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Our Vision and Design Principles for Global Logistics forms the basis 
of driving sustainable future improvement
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Visibility, Control and Compliance will evolve to cover the end to end Value 
Chain
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The importance of mapping and interacting all our stake holders

- Dual relationship – the understanding has to be that we bring added value to each other

- Close collaboration in projects and in on going activities
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So, what do we do with it
Close collaboration with Supply Chain; Finance; Procurement:

- Inventory optimization

- Planning and forecast 

- Process improvements (mode of transport; production location..

- Involved \ updated in any new initiative ; support decision making

- Cost and spend management

- Tenders and opportunities assessment

Collaboration with our Logistics partners:

- Share capacity, volumes data to optimize cost and volume

- Continuous improvement – network optimization, optimize 

DC locations

- Advanced improvement solutions – use LSP capability with 

our ideas, share benefit

Planning and Forecasting:

- Annual Operating plan modeling for our freight budget

- Logistics costing simulation end to end

- Support site selection and routing

- Mode of transport selection modeling

KPI and analytics:

- KPI – Cost, Service, Compliance ; Volumes and trends

- WH \ DC performance and Operational excellence

- Drill down to the shipment level for improvements

- Drill down to pick \ pack \ OTIF

- Identify gaps and opportunities for improvements
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Enabling

people to

live better,

healthier

lives



Thank
you!



Back up



By having the right LSP Partnerships across all legs, we can create 
Transparency, establish Standards and embed Governance
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What does a good shipment look like? General KPIs principles applicable to 
all legs
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What does a good shipment look like? General perfect order 
principles applicable to all legs
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Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which are based on management’s current beliefs and 

expectations and are subject to substantial risks and uncertainties, both known and unknown, that could cause our future results, performance or achievements to differ significantly from 

that expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Important factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include risks relating to: 

our generics medicines business, including: that we are substantially more dependent on this business, with its significant attendant risks, following our acquisition of Allergan plc’s 

worldwide generic pharmaceuticals business; consolidation of our customer base and commercial alliances among our customers; the increase in the number of competitors targeting 

generic opportunities and seeking U.S. market exclusivity for generic versions of significant products; price erosion relating to our generic products, both from competing products and 

increased regulation; delays in launches of new generic products; our ability to take advantage of high-value biosimilar opportunities; efforts of pharmaceutical companies to limit the use of 

generics including through legislation and regulations; the difficulty and expense of obtaining licenses to proprietary technologies; returns, allowances and chargebacks; and investigations 

of the calculation of wholesale prices;

our specialty medicines business, including: competition for our specialty products, especially COPAXONE®, our leading medicine, which faces competition from existing and potential 

additional generic versions and orally-administered alternatives; our ability to achieve expected results from investments in our product pipeline; competition from companies with greater 

resources and capabilities; and the effectiveness of our patents and other measures to protect our intellectual property rights;

our substantially increased indebtedness and significantly decreased cash on hand, which may limit our ability to incur additional indebtedness, engage in additional transactions or make 

new investments, and may result in a further downgrade of our credit ratings; and our inability to raise debt or borrow funds in amounts or on terms that are favorable to us;

our business and operations in general, including: failure to effectively execute the recently announced restructuring plan; uncertainties related to, and failure to achieve, the potential 

benefits and success of our new senior management team and organizational structure; harm to our pipeline of future products due to the expected review of our R&D programs; our ability 

to develop and commercialize additional pharmaceutical products; potential additional adverse consequences following our resolution with the U.S. government of our FCPA investigation; 

compliance with sanctions and other trade control laws; manufacturing or quality control problems, which may damage our reputation for quality production and require costly remediation; 

interruptions in our supply chain; disruptions of our or third party information technology systems or breaches of our data security; the failure to recruit or retain key personnel; variations in 

intellectual property laws that may adversely affect our ability to manufacture our products; challenges associated with conducting business globally, including adverse effects of political or 

economic instability, major hostilities or terrorism; significant sales to a limited number of customers in our U.S. market; our ability to successfully bid for suitable acquisition targets or 

licensing opportunities, or to consummate and integrate acquisitions; and our prospects and opportunities for growth if we sell assets;

compliance, regulatory and litigation matters, including: costs and delays resulting from the extensive governmental regulation to which we are subject; the effects of reforms in healthcare 

regulation and reductions in pharmaceutical pricing, reimbursement and coverage; governmental investigations into sales and marketing practices; potential liability for patent infringement; 

product liability claims; increased government scrutiny of our patent settlement agreements; failure to comply with complex Medicare and Medicaid reporting and payment obligations; and 

environmental risks;

other financial and economic risks, including: our exposure to currency fluctuations and restrictions as well as credit risks; potential impairments of our intangible assets; potential significant 

increases in tax liabilities; and the effect on our overall effective tax rate of the termination or expiration of governmental programs or tax benefits, or of a change in our business;

and other factors discussed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2017, including in the section captioned “Risk Factors,” and in our other filings with the 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, which are available at www.sec.gov and www.tevapharm.com. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, 

and we assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or other information contained herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

You are cautioned not to put undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.tevapharm.com/

